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"Teaching Spanish for Native Speakers" describes an 
extensive review of the literature since 1980 to the 
present regarding the teaching of Spanish to native 
speakers at the secondary level. The author has created 
and adapted a curriculum for her current secondary 
students' needs. The project is theoretical and based on - 
research.
The theoretical perspective of this curriculum 
project is supported by the views of language education 
pedagogues such as McGroarty, Campbell, Cummins, and 
Valdes. These educational researchers.define the need for 
improving the quality of foreign language programs.
The author not only describes the necessity of an 
adapted curriculum to Native Spanish Speakers students at 
a secondary level that is culturally relevant, but also 
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This Bilingual and Cross-Cultural education project 
is theoretical and based on research. It is a project 
about the teaching of Spanish to native speakers at the 
secondary level.
The theoretical perspective of this project is 
supported by the theoretical views of sociopolitical 
theorist, Paolo Freire and socio-cultural theorist, Lev 
Vygotsky. Both theorists define the teaching/learning for 
language and literacy as a socialization experience for 
students. Based on the work of language education 
pedagogues such as McGroarty, Campbell, Cummins and 
Valdes, and the teachings and guidance of Dr. Barbara 
Flores, Program Co-coordinator for Bilingual and 
Cross-cultural Studies for California State San 
Bernardino, California, I was able to develop a new 
curriculum for Spanish Native Speakers at a secondary 
level. These educational researchers define the need for 
improving the quality of foreign language programs.
The literature review develops the essential 
information about language and literacy as a 
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socialization experience in a structured environment with 
a teacher who mediates and adapts the learning 
environment through a variety of teaching techniques.
The need to develop a culturally relevant curriculum 
for Spanish native speakers arose from the lack of a well 
articulated, comprehensive and rigorous secondary 
program. The current secondary Spanish for native 
speaker's curriculum program that was presented to me as 
a teacher was seriously lacking in a rigor and 
challenging expectations.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to review the 
literature regarding the teaching program of Spanish for 
Native Speakers (SNS) since 1980. Then, I will present my 
perspective about the curriculum for Spanish for Native 
Speakers at the Secondary level. My rationale for the 
review of the literature regarding the teaching program 
of Spanish for Native Speakers (SNS) since 1980 is to 
examine the curriculum, issues, motivations, innovations 
and studies of Foreign Language Learners and then present 
my perspective about the curriculum of Spanish for Native 
Speakers at the Secondary level.
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Significance of the Project
Learning to communicate is a developmental process 
whether in a first', second, third, or fourth language and 
it has been debated since 1970s. This controversy has 
taught us that language learning is not only a linear and 
behavioral process but also a multifaceted concern 
involving many aspects. It is cognitive, affective, and 
behavioral, but most important, it is developmental. This 
developmental process, which is reflected in several 
models of learning and acquisition, however, involves 
more than the cognitive skills and personal 
characteristics of the language learner. This process is 
also affected by the needs and attitudes of society and 
the institution, by the learning climate, by the type of 
classroom instruction, by the amount of time devoted to 
learning, and by the quality of the instructor. "A native 
or heritage language is the language one acquires first 
in life." Guadalupe Valdes (2001) states: "The process of 
teaching the heritage language to students is affected by 
all the above factors, but also additional challenges 




The following is an extensive review of the 
literature, which includes three areas of theory and 
research: 1) Frieze's sociopolitical theory of teaching 
and learning; 2) Vygotsky's socio-cultural theory of 
teaching/learning; and the teaching of Spanish speakers 
at the secondary level.
The Sociopolitical Nature of 
Teaching and Learning
From a new generation of educators I strongly 
believe that Paulo Freire's theory of education evolves a 
revolutionary and radical method of teaching. Freire 
wants the individual to form himself rather than be 
formed. He proposes that educational topics or 
opportunities have to be taken from the daily experiences 
the individual constantly encounters. He also cites that 
the ignorance of the poor is the direct result of the 
economic, social and political domination. In Pedagogy of 
the Oppressed Paulo Freire says that the oppressors of 
the world keep down the oppressed by a wrong type of 
teaching called "banking". "...Banking education 
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maintains and even stimulates the contradiction through 
some attitudes and practices, which mirror oppressive 
society as a whole", (p. 59). This can be observed not 
only with education, but with our personal lives as well.
Freire's method of learning requires that students 
do more than simply reproduce the words that already 
exist. It requires that they create their own words; 
words that allow them to become aware of reality in order 
to fight for their own self-determination. The beauty of 
Freire's work not only relies on a drastic change in 
education but also in the liberation of each individual. 
"Authentic liberation—the process of humanization—is not 
another deposit to be made in men-women. Liberation is 
"praxis": the action and reflection of men/women upon 
their world in order to transform it..." (p. 66).
Freire's message of liberation and critical consciousness 
applies to my life in several ways. It applies to my 
childhood, my own identity as a woman, mother and wife 
and it strongly relates to my teaching career.
When I was a child, I grew up alongside my 
strong-willed grandmother, Mila, for a great number of 
years. She molded my education in respect to how to 
behave in public, private, communicate with others, and 
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express my feelings. One of the things she taught me was 
proper soft womanly manners, including how to speak 
softly and respectfully, to never raise my voice to my 
parents, lastly, how to speak my mind at the same time I 
was maintaining a degree of seriousness. In comparison to 
Freire's philosophy, in some aspects I was being 
oppressed and also the oppressor. By taking in such 
teachings, I was doing what so many students do in 
classrooms today, sit there, take it in, and later be 
quizzed on it. Not through chapter tests, but through 
life. I myself, thus in turn, also became the oppressor. 
I took what I learned and applied the same rules to my 
own family. This is a common notion that so many young 
aspiring teachers make today. This can be clearly 
depicted by student teachers, i.e., they in turn, lecture 
their students, thus oppressing and continuing on with 
this "banking education". I do not want to do this to my 
students.
Through my grandmother and the rest of my family's 
teachings, I graduated later from college as a secure and 
intelligent woman but also as a silent woman. Now I 
realize that I was a receptor from my grandmother and my 
elementary teachers. I was taught in a time where
6
the teacher teaches and the students are 
taught; the teacher knows everything and the 
students know nothing... the teacher talks and 
the students listen...the teacher disciplines 
and the students are disciplined...the teacher 
confuses the authority of knowledge with his 
own professional authority, which he/she sets 
in opposition to the freedom of the 
students... the teacher is the subject of the 
learning process, while the pupils are mere 
objects." (p. 59)
Now I can say that I was not only traditionally educated 
but also "domesticated". Additionally, although there are 
some similarities in education and social values, there 
is also one crucial reason that separates the two and 
ultimately decides whether one succeeds in education or 
real life. In education, ones' knowledge is tested and if 
you are lucky and memorized all your vocabulary words, 
yes you will pass the class, but it will not help you 
succeed. A week later when you are asked to implement 
those same words in a paragraph, they will no longer be 
in your memory. Mnemonics are not always the best 
solution. Teachers must be optimistic, dynamic and 
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critical and open to criticism. "...To know how to teach 
is to create possibilities" (p. 49). Banking education 
does not help with long term educational goals; rather it 
is a temporary state that only helps a child succeed at 
whatever subject in time they are studying.
In real life however, although I grew up being 
taught about life in their same traditional banking 
sense; life experiences helped mold me into a better 
person. Because in real life, when you experience 
something first hand, no matter what you have been 
taught, you tend NOT to make those same mistakes and 
remember in the future what works and what not does not 
work for you. Therefore, allowing you to be educated, but 
most importantly, experience first hand problems, 
situations, and solutions that will help you in the long 
run, which is something we are not doing in classroom 
teaching methods today.
Growing up, and even at this stage of my life, my 
education, religion, moral values, and cultural 
experience have played a significant role in my identity 
as a woman. Since I was a child growing up in a 
semi-industrial town in he state of Durango, Mexico, I 
have been surrounded by a rich, Mexican, traditional 
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culture. However, at the age of twenty-five, a crucial 
but not radical change affected my life experience as a 
Mexican-American woman for the past sixteen years. I have 
come to realize that my unique cultural background has 
affected and influenced my gender perspective in the 
American society. It empowered me to retaliate against my 
oppressors, my own prejudices. The way I was educated 
oppressed me from being myself. And also, coming from a 
culture where women are the natural caregivers who make 
sure everyone in the family is taken care of before 
giving time to one, even to sit and wait for everyone to 
finish their meal before we can submerge our hunger, we 
almost have to ask permission to attend activities 
outside the home.
It took me some time to come to the decision to go 
back to school and start all over again. It is clear now 
that it was not only my husband who did not want me to 
attain my dream of teaching again. It had been engrained 
in my head since I was a child that a woman and wife were 
very dependent on the husband's decision making. 
Indirectly, my own family and society gave me this 
misinformation as I was growing up. As Freire says: the 
oppressed don't realize their status, so they don't do 
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anything about it. The oppressors like this because they 
think they benefit from it, so they don't do anything 
about it either. Some one needs to make the oppressed 
realize their situation, so then they can help 
themselves. This is a mistake that is not recognized in 
education because when a student gets an A on a quiz for 
remembering all those vocabulary words, we see a negative 
reinforcement of the activity that is in fact not 
helping, but aiding to the oppression of students 
education. Therefore, we fail to see what is really 
happening. Our own teaching methods have blinded us with 
false test scores that do not reflect what the child has 
learned, rather what the child has memorized.
It is true that my cultural background was playing 
a key role in my idea of myself as a woman succeeding in 
the professional world. But now, in my household, my 
children will learn to eradicate any perspectives that 
indicate women are inferior or different to men, and 
their education will lead to gender and educational 
equality. There will come a time, where, to be free, my 
own children and many others will need to step away from 
this banking education and experience life and education 
hands on, thus, embracing true knowledge.
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Freire (1970) proposes that each individual 
determines his own life by avoiding the current 
educational risk of applying simulated experiences. " In 
problem-posing education, men/women develop their power 
to perceive critically the way they exist in the world 
with which and in which they find themselves; they come 
to see the world not as a static reality, but also as a 
reality in process, in transformation." (p. 70).
In my own perspective, the purpose of education is 
to prepare all students to become functional members of 
our society through the best educational experience they 
can receive inside and outside of school. "Problem-posing 
education bases itself on creativity and stimulates true 
reflection and action upon reality, thereby responding to 
the vocation of men/women as beings who are authentic 
only when engaged in inquiry and creative 
transformation." (p. 71)
As a teacher, I play a tremendously important role 
in this endeavor. I am responsible for providing my 
students with a positive and productive learning but not 
a banking education. "The capability of banking education 
to minimize or annul the students' creative power and to 
stimulate their credulity serves the interests of the 
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oppressors', who care neither to have the world revealed 
nor to see it transformed" (Freire, 1970, p. 60). By 
attempting to avoid banking, and replace it wherever 
possible, structured hands on learning, my students will 
learn all the skills they need not only to survive in or 
society but to excel and strive through adulthood. I will 
motivate them to learn, achieve, grow progress and enjoy 
their own education.
Additionally, another major theme in Paulo Freire's 
work that also has underlying roots to another of my life 
experiences is the idea of building a radical pedagogy, 
"the pedagogy of liberation." It is amazing how Freire 
names the world that has been of great significance to 
those educators who have traditionally worked as I did it 
in the past when I was teaching in Mexico with those who 
do not have a voice, and who are oppressed. For example, 
as I mentioned before, the current teaching methods that 
are based on state standards and the student's ability to 
retain information for a particular test ties in with the 
notion of banking education. Because the state of 
California uses standardized tests to measure student 
success, there is little to no administrative support at 
school site, thus, once again oppressing students' 
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education and banking it on retained knowledge rather 
than experiencing knowledge first hand.
Those who prefer to conform, aide in educational 
oppression, sometimes aware of this and sadly, 90% of the 
time, unconscious of their acts and contribution to 
student educational oppression. Those who do choose to 
rebel are sometimes forced to hide behind classroom 
doors, risking student success and more importantly their 
jobs. Therefore, everyone plays a key role in oppression 
as well as the oppressed.
In comparison to one's personal life, the same can 
be seen in my own Mexican culture. For example, women are 
taught to be submissive and silent. Our results or state 
standards are measured by our society's feedback to the 
family regarding our sons and daughters. Those of us who 
do rebel against this blind oppressing education, those 
who might allow their daughters to actively seek out male 
companions rather than be tied down to Mexican females 
roles, might be called out in that society and ultimately 
get "fired" as one might say, or cast out from that 
society. Therefore, many of us, like all those millions 
of teachers out there, do nothing.
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What we fail to see is that by doing nothing we do A 
LOT. What I mean by this is that by doing nothing we are 
actively participating in oppressing those around us. For 
example in our culture, by not letting ourselves as women 
become equals, and teaching this to our daughters, we 
oppress them from having a more successful future. 
Therefore, it can be sadly said that this "banking 
education", or conformist social up bringing, is a 
socially constructed concept that binds each and every 
one of us as a people. By conforming, we oppress 
ourselves, those around us, and those who we most dearly 
love. We need to always remember what Freire (1970) says: 
As teachers we must respect the dignity and the identity 
of the student, (p. 62). As a teacher of secondary 
Spanish for native speakers, I will not engage in 
oppressive education.
Freire's philosophy applies to not only to one kind 
of community, but to all peoples facing social and 
economic oppression. It is a guide on not only how to 
teach, but how to go about everyday life, how to free 
yourself as well as others around you. We are all guilty 
of oppression and only when we are fearless to step out 
of that box and face hands on reality in education and 
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social values can us really achieve a real education, a 
real life and more importantly implement Paulo Freire's 
philosophy.
The Socio-cultural Nature of
Teaching and Learning
Vygotsky's (1978) believed that knowledge was 
socially constructed through social interaction. In other 
words, it was through dialogue and meaningful 
interactions that knowledge is first shared, i.e., at a 
social level between people. Then, it becomes 
internalized within our minds. He also developed the 
concept of the "zone of proximal development." By this he 
meant that it was the distance between one's 
developmental level and the potential. Vygotsky's 
theoretical framework defines the mediational experience 
as moving through the "Zones of Actual Development". The 
student begins at a "Zone of Actual Development" already 
possessing language vocabulary and technical skills. 
Then, by using mediation structures in a socialized 
setting, the student moves through the "Zone of Proximal 
Development." Thus, for Spanish Native Speakers the 
socialization is a "meditational" literacy procedure. The 
actual standards demand the importance of an adapted 
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curriculum for native Spanish speakers. This is a 
definition of Vygotsky's famous zone of proximal 
development. It's most important use is in guiding 
educators about maintaining a child's instruction within 
a level that is accessible to his/her level of cognitive 
development.
Technical thinking refers to the’ use of tools in 
thought as it relates to social interactions. For 
example, specifically, tools may also refer to the 
schemas that a child might have developed from 
interacting with other. These schemas can help him/her in 
social interactions. "Intelligence speech are preceded by 
technical thinking and technical thinking compromises the 
initial phase of cognitive development" (Vygotsky, 1978, 
p. 21) .
Speech on the other hand requires sequential 
processing. "Each element is separately labeled and then 
connected in a sentence structure, making speech 
essentially analytical" (p. 33). Speech requires 
analysis. A person for example "thinks" before he/she 
says something or before he/she acts. In going through 
this sequential processing a person also learns to be 
considerate of others in the community. "The child's 
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memory not only makes fragments of the past more 
available, but also results in a new method of uniting 
the elements of past experience with the present"
(p. 36). A child uses memory as part of his/her "inner 
speech" and the result is a functional connection between 
those 'tools'‘and experiences that are occurring in the 
present. Children have particular needs that are 
determined in part by the social circumstances that 
effect them individually part of these effects have to do 
with understanding how well motivated a particular child 
might be, and how to increase motivation. "But if we 
ignore the child's needs, and the incentives which are 
effective in getting him to act, we will never be able to 
understand his advance from one developmental stage to 
the next, because every advance is connected with a 
marked change in motives, inclinations, and incentives" 
(Vygotsky, 1978, p. 92)
A very important point that can be seen even today 
with all the emphasis on standardized assessment. Even 
with all the importance given language arts—writing 
sometimes gets ignored or at least not thoroughly 
emphasized. "Until now, writing has occupied to narrow a 
place in school practice as compared to the enormous role 
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that it plays in children's cultural development"
(p. 105) .
Indeed, educators often pay more or most of the 
attention to things like superficial entities of writing 
such as penmanship, grammar, and spelling instead of 
focusing on the genuine purposes and functions of written 
language.
Vygotsky's notions of knowledge as a social 
construction, the zone of proximal development, and 
mediation are very key in organizing the 
teaching/learning contexts for Spanish Native Speakers. 
The use of mediational structures, art, multiple sign 
systems and other technological tools will greatly 
facilitate the students' cultural and linguistic 
proficiency in their native tongue.
Spanish for Native Speakers
According to Valdes (2001), within the foreign 
language teaching profession in the United States, the 
term "heritage speaker" is used to refer to a student of 
language who is raised in a home where a non-English 
language is spoken, who speaks or merely understands the 
heritage language, and who is to some degree bilingual in 
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English and the heritage language. For the most part, the 
experiences of these heritage speakers have been similar. 
They speak or hear the heritage language spoken at home, 
but they receive all of their education in the official 
or majority language of the countries in which they live. 
They thus become literate only in the majority language. 
Valdes (2001) specifically points out the following 
information:
Heritage language instruction should place 
language learning within a meaningful context 
that prepares individuals to succeed in the 
home, the workplace, and society. Therefore, 
school districts and SNS teachers need to 
develop new curricula that meet the needs of 
SNS students, foster their self-esteem, and 
prepare them for the demands of our multi 
cultural and global society. Heritage language 
instruction needs to be combined with other 
fields of study-such as literature, history, 
political science, art, music, philosophy, 
economics, the sciences, technology, 
international business and diplomacy, and 
religion-to create a more interdisciplinary 
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approach to teaching. Schools should establish 
articulation structures to connect SNS 
instruction from the elementary grades through 
high school. School-wide policies should be 
established to provide appropriate academic 
recognition or credit for SNS courses at all 
levels... States must set standards for SNS 
curricula based on high academic goals and 
excellent classroom practices. State standards 
for SNS instructional materials must also be
set. Standards should contain SNS teacher input 
and development and be field tested in SNS 
classrooms in California, Florida, and other 
states with large SNS populations. SNS teachers 
should visit schools with active SNS programs 
and establish and maintain relationships with 
other SNS teachers. SNS teachers must advocate
for SNS programs with a collective and unified 
voice, (p. 17)
She also wrote Learning and Not Learning English, 
which I found to be a potentially influential book for 
all educators. It provides an educational, instructive 
and an accessible description of the instructional debate 
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over how to educate English Language Learners within U.S. 
schools. This book examines the experiences of four newly 
arrived immigrant children in their "new" schools and how 
much access they have to the English language at home and 
in their own communities. It reports on a two-year study 
that took place in a city in Northern California that 
serves a growing Mexican immigrant community. During this 
time, Valdes not only studied four Latino students, but 
also their parents, and their teachers. Valdes (2001) is 
able to transport readers into the ESL classrooms of 
these four students. She uses the experience of these 
students in conjunction on the analysis of the political 
and social debate about ESL education. Valdes (2001) 
offers her own experience as an immigrant English 
language learner. She uses academic English language and 
applies the following terminology: Spanish speakers in 
the United States, Education, Bilingualism, Diversity 
(Student) Hispanic American Students, Immigrants, 
Language Minorities, Middle Schools, Middle School 
Students, Second Language Learners, Learning and Writing 
Skills. Using analysis of the children's oral and written 
language and examination of their classrooms, schools, 
and communities, this book offers the actual difficulties 
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related to English language learners. Valdes (2001) 
argues for a reorientation of the English language 
learners' educational programs. She points out that 
schools must fight- isolation. She also advocates for a 
reform on school testing and the implementation of new 
policies and educational practices.
Also, Campbell (1996) suggests that the average 
heritage language student possesses a level of competence 
in many aspects of his or her ancestral language that far 
exceeds what typical students in foreign language courses 
can attain after many years of formal study. However, 
there is consensus among foreign language teachers that 
these students need to develop other areas of Spanish 
language proficiency. For example, many students have an 
extensive vocabulary in some contexts but a restricted 
one in others. Many are unfamiliar with the formal 
grammar of Spanish and do not read or write it. The 
challenges of teaching Spanish to students who have no 
experience with the language are clearly different from 
those involved in helping students develop proficiency in 
a language in which they already have considerable 
competence.
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In his book Language policy in the United States: 
National values, local loyalties, pragmatic pressures, 
McGroarty (1997) points out that proficiency in languages 
other than English and knowledge of other cultures is 
critical to our success as a nation in terms of national 
defense, international diplomacy and business, and 
cross-cultural understanding. In addition to improving 
the number and quality of foreign language programs to 
achieve these purposes, we need to build on the 
linguistic abilities and cultural knowledge of a large 
and growing portion of our population who already have a 
foundation on which to build-heritage language speakers. 
He also says: "One of the basic responsibilities of our 
schools is to provide students with the understanding and 
knowledge needed to succeed in the community and the 
workplace. Schools should also help students form 
emotional connections and allegiances to the broader 
society. In the case of heritage language speakers, this 
involves teaching a body of concepts and central works of 
history, literature, science, mathematics, civics, and 
drama to broaden their already developed sense of 
tradition and heritage" (McGroarty, 1997, p. 81). But 
sadly, it is well known that educational policies for the 
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instruction of heritage languages is poorly defined, 
vague, or borrowed from foreign language instructional 
policy.
La ensenanza del espanol a hispanohablantes: Praxis 
y teoria by Colombi and Alarcon (1997) contains twenty 
research papers (all but three written in Spanish) and 
offers an overview by researchers and pedagogues in the 
field of teaching Spanish to native Spanish Speakers. The 
twenty papers are presented as chapters in sections based 
on the content of the research, the four sections 
include: (1) La realidad de la clase, the current state 
of Spanish teaching in the United States; (2) La variedad 
estandar, standard varieties of Spanish; (3) La ensenanza 
de la lengua a traves de la cultura, teaching the 
language through culture; and, (4) Medidas y politicas 
educativas sobre la ensenanza del espanol a 
hispanohablantes en los Estados Unidos, language policy 
issues.
The teaching of reading in Spanish to the bilingual 
student (La ensenanza de la lectura en espanol para el 
estudiante bilingue) (Carrasquillo, 1998) is divided into 
ten chapters, four written in Spanish and six in English, 
which confront the theory and practice of teaching
24
Spanish reading skills and competencies to Spanish 
bilinguals and heritage speakers in the United States. 
Later chapters also address Spanish reading content 
areas, teaching reading to bilingual students with 
disabilities, resources for teaching reading to bilingual 
students, and assessment practices. I found this 
information very substantial not only at high school 
level, but also for teachers and administrators who are 
interested in establishing a program for native speakers 
of Spanish.
Spanish for native speakers (SNS) education: The 
state of the .field, is available from the Center for 
Applied Linguistics web site. This report was developed 
during the summer institute, "Building the Knowledge and 
Expertise of Teachers of Spanish to Heritage Spanish 
Speakers," which was funded by the National Endowment for 
the Humanities (NEH). The institute was held at the 
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA), June 26 to 
August 4, 2000. Thirty middle and high school Spanish 
teachers from across the United States participated in 
the institute sponsored by the Center for Applied 
Linguistics (CAL) and the UCLA Language Resource Program. 
All thirty teachers contributed to this report. This is 
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an examination of how a group of key Spanish and Latin 
American intellectuals of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries discussed the concept of Spanish language and 
how these discussions related to the formation of 
national identities and Hispanic culture (Fisher, 2001).
These researchers cite the need for a secondary 
curriculum for Native Spanish Speakers that is 
comprehensive, rigorous, culturally relevant, and 
challenging. In addition, it needs to be aligned with the 
current 2009 Foreign Language Standards. This, new 
framework needs to be adapted for Native Spanish Speakers 
needs. We also are in desperate need for instructional 




CURRICULUM FOR NATIVE SPEAKERS AT 
A SECONDARY LEVEL
Presently, the standards do not describe the current 
status of foreign language education in this country. 
Instead, they reflect the best instructional practices, 
but they do not describe what is being attained by the 
majority of foreign language students. These standards 
are not a curriculum guide, but they suggest the types of 
curricular experiences needed to enable students to 
achieve the California Standards.
California Foreign Language Standards
The California Foreign Language Standards include 
five areas: communication, cultures, comparisons, 
connections, and communities. I will present each one, 
and then critically analyze them.
1. Communication
Communicate in Languages other than English. The 
communication goals enable students to recognize and 
use a variety of language structures requiring 
systematically more and more sophisticated Spanish.
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Unfortunately, the lessons may seem too easy for 
some and too difficult for others. Some SNS students 
possess rather rudimentary vocabulary bases, due to never 
using heritage language beyond household vocabulary. They 
lack the academic vocabulary to express their maturing 
ideas. Yet the curricular pacing often frustrates them by 
the over simplicity of the early lessons. Furthermore, 
students often have developed language habits (use of 
slang, "Spanglish") which can complicate their 
acquisition of higher-level language functions. The 
obvious disparity between domains also bears specific 
attention for teachers of Native Speakers.
Standard 1.1: Students engage in conversations, 
provide and obtain information, express feelings and 
emotions, and exchange opinions.
Standard 1.2: Students understand and interpret 
written and spoken language on a variety of topics.
Standard 1.3: Students present information, 
concepts, and ideas to an audience of listeners or 
readers on a variety of topics.
2. Cultures
Gain Knowledge and Understanding of Other Cultures.
Throughout the curriculum students encounter 
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opportunities to learn about people from different 
parts of the Spanish-speaking world.
The curriculum generally features young people 
engaged in typical daily activities in various scenarios. 
However, the larger historical content is often not 
established. Most native speakers students lack the 
necessary experience to fully appreciate the vast 
differences found throughout the Spanish-Speaking world. 
Many know very little beyond traditions of their own 
family experiences, and do not have the necessary 
background to understand the cultural subtleties of a 
global community. The curriculum only scratches the 
surface of these differences.
Standard 2.1: Students demonstrate an understanding 
of the relationship between the practices and 
perspectives of the culture studied.
Standard 2.2: Students demonstrate an understanding 
of the relationship between the products and perspectives 
of the culture studied.
3. Connections
Connect with Other Disciplines and Acquire 
Information.
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Students are presented with opportunities to apply 
and relate the new information acquired in their Spanish 
class to other disciplines. Activities such cognates 
analysis or map work establish a clear relevance to work 
in English Language Arts, or Social Studies classes. 
However, most of the activities are fairly superficial 
and do not promote or encourage any significant analysis 
of the interrelationships of various disciplines. The 
activities often are disjointed from the rest of the unit 
and fall short of providing a true appreciation of the 
importance of their integration to be a fluent literate 
participant in the Spanish speaking community.
Standard 3.1: Students reinforce and further their 
knowledge of other disciplines through the foreign 
language.
Standard 3.2: Students acquire information and 
recognize the distinctive viewpoints that are only 
available through the foreign language and its cultures.
4. Comparisons
Develop Insight into the Nature of Language and 
Culture.
Throughout the curriculum students are presented 
with frequent opportunities to compare Spanish and
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English, and they also make frequent comparison between 
the cultures of Spanish speakers and English speakers. 
The language comparisons can be effective, however most 
curricular activities purpose is a fairly sophisticated 
group of English grammar and syntax. Many students do not 
have that mastery. Many, in fact, are still participating 
in the English Learner program. It is incumbent, then, 
for the Native Speakers teachers to structure these 
lessons with additional scaffolding/mediation to enable 
effective understanding of these differences. Similarly, 
in regards to cultures, the students are presented with 
stereotypical cultural references.
Standard 4.1: Students demonstrate understanding of 
the nature of language through comparisons of the 
language studied and their own.
Standard 4.2: Students demonstrate understanding of 
the concept of culture through comparisons of the 
cultures studied and their own.
5. Communities
Participate in Multilingual Communities at Home & 
Around the World.
The curriculum presents students with scenarios 
representing various opportunities to practice the 
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language structure learned. However, since the vast 
majority of SNS students already possess a fairly 
significant oral proficiency the emphasis needs to be 
more rigorous. The goal of being life-long learners using 
the language should be extended by incorporating higher 
demands of literacy. The rich heritage of Spanish and 
Spanish-American literature, as well as journalism, needs 
to be incorporated so as to provide students the 
opportunity to embrace their rights to be fully educated 
Spanish speakers. Currently, the inclusion of such texts 
usually seems to be an after thought rather than a 
significant aspect of the language experience.
Education takes place in the everyday classroom with 
a very diverse population of learners and with different 
cultural backgrounds. As teachers, we aim to contribute 
to the development of positive multicultural individuals 
that will contribute constructively in our society. We 
strive to reduce the current cultural bias that exists in 
our schools but most important, we intent to be 
responsible for the student's learning. Unfortunately, 
learning does not take place in isolation or only at 
school. Students do not learn only at school or through 
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teachers, but through the learning environment from their 
parents and their community perspectives.
Standard 5.1: Students use the language both within 
and beyond the school setting.
Standard 5.2: Students show evidence of becoming 
life-long learners by using the language for personal 
enjoyment and enrichment.
At Summit High School, the foreign language 
department is offering more Spanish courses tailored to 
students who speak Spanish fluently. The courses are 
designed to help the growing number of Hispanic students 
in our community who can speak and understand the 
language but have trouble reading and writing it.
After my second year of teaching Spanish to Native
Speakers at the Secondary level, I have found it 
necessary to make significant accommodations to the 
District-provided curriculum for my heritage learners in 
order to meet their unique academic needs. Below I will 
provide specific examples of goals, objectives, and the 
accommodations I have found necessary for my Native 
Spanish students' success. I have found this necessary 
because the existing adaptation within the curriculum 
fail to meet adequately the students' needs.
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Proposed Secondary Curriculum for 
Spanish Native Speakers
Based on the lack of specific guidelines for Spanish 
Native speakers, I am proposing the following goals and 
objectives along with the curriculum. This schematic has 
been developed through action teaching in classroom 
practices during the last 2 years. My students and their 
needs inspired me. The following table provides a visual 
schematic of the entire curriculum.
Table 1. Proposed Secondary Curriculum for Spanish Native
Speakers
Goals Objectives Instructional Strategies
1. Communication






and in writing 
in Spanish.
1. Interact orally and in 
writing in a number of 
daily life and 
academic and social 
school situations.
2. Students need higher 
skills like 
summarizing, analyzing 
in order to maintain a 
functional fluency 
beyond that of 
conversational 
Spanish.
3. Identify main ideas 
and supporting 
details.
* Through oral 
presentations students 
will express opinions 
and preferences about 
school, and community.
* Sustain conversation 
using appropriate 
vocabulary and cultural 
expressions employing 
increasingly complex 
structures and expanded 
vocabulary.
* Use of authentic print 
and non-print materials 









Goals Objectives Instructional Strategies
stories, poems, essays, 
plays.
2. Cultures









culture as well 
as others in the 
Spanish-speaking 
world.
1. Demonstrate a sense of 
pride in the Hispanic 
language
2. Examine a variety of 
literary texts, works 





context in which they 




* Focus on a particular 
country and focus on 
culture and practices.
* Have students research 
their own cultural 
background, practices, 
and traditions unique to 
their own life.
* Do are research project 
where each student 
focuses a specific 
country. They report 
their finding about the 
products, practices, and 














in which they 






1. Develop and apply 
learning strategies, 
processes, and skills 
in the Spanish 
classroom and in other 
disciplines
2. Utilize and cite a 
variety of authentic 
sources in Spanish to 
obtain information 
that enhances the 
study of a topic of 
personal interest
* Listen to different 
types of music from 
different Latin 
countries. Examining the 
lyrics, rhythms, and 
musical instruments.
* Watch movies that show 
different historical 
events that help explain 
practices and culture.
* Connect new ideas to 






lessons to ,be 
overly 
simplistic
1. Analyze and recognize 
the impact of 
Hispanic/Latino 
historical events on 
contemporary culture 
and society
2. Explore the 
similarities and
* Students can compare 
idioms in Spanish to 
those, in English.
* Talk about how Latino 
rights have changed 
throughout history.
* Interview another 
student with a similar
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in and outside of the 
classroom
background and see what 
practices they have in 
common.
* Interview another 
student with a similar 
background and see what 
practices they do not 
have in common.
5. Communications
The learner will 













1. Perform and/or 
participate in a 




community members from 
the Hispanic/Latino 
culture.
2. Identify role models 
and explore 
professions that 
employ educated native 
speakers who use 
Spanish.
* Students can create a 
dialog about a doctor 
visit, telling their 
symptoms and illnesses.





* Students can interview 
each other and pretend 
that they are applying 
for different careers. 
This can help prepare 
them for the real world.
* Students will present 
"Noticias from our 
classroom" (Oral and 
written activity).
Goal #1 Communication
The student will engage in conversation and exchange 
information and opinions orally and in writing in 
Spanish.
Students must be encouraged to value the language 
they bring to Native Speakers class, but also to embrace 
the opportunity to develop a more literate and complex 
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language. Native speakers students generally posses 
strong (BIOS), but lack more sophisticated vocabulary and 
structure (CALF).
Objective 1. Interact orally and in writing in a 
number of daily life and academic and social school 
situations employing increasingly complex structures and 
expanded vocabulary. Express opinions, preferences, and 
emotions with peers and adults in the family, school, and 
community.
Students frequently do not participate in a 
sophisticated extended discourse. They frequently will 
reach a frustration level, leading to code switching, use 
of "Spanglish" or reverting to English. They require 
structure and encouragement to develop, maintain and 
express the ever-increasing complexity their experiences, 
needs, ideas and opinions.
Objective 2. Students need higher skills like 
summarizing, analyzing in order to maintain a functional 
fluency beyond that of conversational Spanish. Sustain 
conversation using^appropriate vocabulary and cultural 
expressions.
Obj ective 3. Identify main ideas and supporting 
details from authentic print and non-print materials
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(e.g., live and recorded discussions, presentations, 
interviews, lectures, advertisements, films, TV, 
brochures, articles, memoirs, diaries, correspondence, 
short stories, poems, essays, plays, informational 
texts).
Goal #2 Cultures
The student will gain knowledge and understanding of 
the relationship among practices, products and 
perspectives of his/her own culture as well as 
others in the Spanish-speaking world.
Students thrive when their backgrounds and 
experiences are not only explored, but valued. They are 
then more willing to explore sincerely those of others, 
providing them a richer appreciation of the diversity of 
the Hispanic experience.
Objective 1. Demonstrate a sense of pride in the 
Hispanic language and culture and most (especially in the 
heritage language and culture associated with their own 
family) by investigating and participating in cultural 
practices (e.g., death, time, gender roles, parent/child 
roles, social activities, and everyday life), traditions, 
customs and celebrations of Hispanic/Latino cultures 
represented in the classroom.
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By focusing on important historical events, people, 
and accomplishments, Native Speaker students will develop 
a more in- depth understanding of the relevance of the 
Hispanic experience. This will further their appreciation 
of the on-going global interrelationships they share. 
This is often only explored superficially in other 
curriculums.
Objective 2. Identify important people, events and 
achievements of the target countries and show their 
contributions to their own and other cultures by: 
describing the role of key historical figures (such as 
selected political and revolutionary leaders) or key 
groups, and by researching discoveries, innovations, and 
inventions.
Art not only provides students with a sense of 
cultural pride, but it also helps to clarify the 
experiences, philosophies and changes of the culture over 
time. By learning about and from the significant art and 
literature of a people, students understand how different 
cultures have been affected by international movements 
(e.g. The Renaissance) and how they have impacted 
universal thought (e.g. The Chicano movement).
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Objective 3. Examine a variety of literary texts, 
works of art and/or musical compositions to understand 
the historical and/or contemporary social context in 
which they were created by activating prior cultural 
knowledge creating timelines.
By analyzing key events, students gain insights into 
the various influences that have defined the Hispanic 
experience. They also may incorporate these insights into 
their own identity as a part of a community as well as 
their personal development as a global citizen.
Goal #3 Connections
The learner will acquire, reinforce, associate and 
further his/her knowledge of other disciplines 
through Spanish as a heritage language.
Objective 1. Develop and apply learning strategies, 
processes, and skills in the Spanish classroom and in 
other disciplines by following writing and reading 
processes- using appropriate strategies for the task 
creating and using mediated instruction interpreting, 
clarifying, and following oral and written instructions, 
note taking and establishing strong study skills.
These are effective strategies that have been proven 
to enhance language development. Students will transfer 
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the use of such strategies, skills and habits to further 
their progress in other disciplines.
Objective 2. Utilize and cite a variety of authentic 
sources in Spanish to obtain information that enhances 
the study of a topic of personal interest or one, which 
is common to other disciplines. Discuss and exchange 
information acquired from other disciplines in the 
Spanish classroom to include areas such as: math and 
science concepts comparisons of literary genres career 
awareness.
Students will begin to develop their language 
fluency in a way that can help them function with 
increasing sophistication, and ultimately will 
incorporate this fluency in careers or post-secondary 
education. They will understand that such fluency is not 
meant to be an isolated part of who they are, buy an 
integrate part of their identity and valuable asset for 
their future.
Goal #4 Comparisons
Students often find the curriculum' lessons to be 
overly simplistic representations of their 
experiences; these lessons are often perceived as 
silly.
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The Native Speaker teacher must enrich this aspect 
of the curriculum for students to gain a more insightful 
appreciation of the similarities and differences in our 
multicultural communities.
Objective 1. Analyze and recognize the impact of 
Hispanic/Latino historical events on contemporary culture 
and society by comparing and contrasting the role of 
race, status, and identity in Latin American societies.
Objective 2. Explore the similarities and 
differences among cultural practices, viewpoints, 
attitudes, and patterns of behavior of Hispanic/Latino 
cultures represented in and outside of the classroom 
demonstrating mutual respect.
Goal #5 Communities
The learner will use Spanish and demonstrate 
cultural knowledge and understanding within and 
beyond the school setting for personal, educational 
and professional growth and enrichment.
Students can generate a favorable image for their 
heritage and language by communicating positively and 
confidently with their peers. Students will not only 
improve their own sense of a positive cultural identity, 
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but may also be able to use that confidence to effect 
positive changes within their community.
Objective 1. Perform and/or participate in a school 
or community celebration or competition; interact with 
professional community members from the Hispanic/Latino 
culture.
Students are motivated to share what they have 
learned or accomplished interacting with others who can 
establish the benefits and relevance of developing 
fluency.
Objective 2. Identify role models and explore 
professions that employ educated native speakers who use 
Spanish.
Students will understand ways to utilize their 
fluency and literacy to enhance their future career goals 
and share knowledge of Hispanic culture and language with 
members of the school community.
In this chapter the current 2009 Foreign Language 
goals and objectives were presented and adapted to meet 
the needs of secondary Spanish Native Speakers. A new 
proposed Spanish Native Speakers curriculum was adapted 
and detailed in Table 1. As one can see, it incorporates
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culturally relevant content, history, identity building,




Fifteen to twenty years ago the traditional approach 
to language instruction in higher education was highly 
cognitive. Today, grammar and reading-translation have 
been supplanted by an audio-lingual tradition. In the 
late 1970s and early 1980s the practice of teaching 
Spanish to Spanish speakers attained wide recognition. 
During this period, increasing numbers of students from 
Hispanic backgrounds began enrolling in Spanish courses 
at the secondary level. At that time, teachers trained to 
teach Spanish as a foreign language to English speakers 
found themselves teaching classes in which an increasing 
percentage or even a majority of the students' were not 
the traditional foreign language learners that the 
teachers were trained to teach. In some cases, the 
Hispanic students were more fluent in oral Spanish than 
the teacher was.
Today, educational policy that directly addresses 
the instruction of heritage speakers in language classes 
does not exist. In April 2000, President Clinton 
published a formal statement about international
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educational policy recognizing the importance of 
proficiency in foreign languages for all U.S. citizens. 
But nothing was stated, however, about fostering program 
models, curricula development, and instructional 
materials for SNS education. To date they are limited. 
Therefore, program models, curriculum and instructional 
materials for Spanish Native Speakers are desperately 
needed. Currently, schools rely heavily on teachers' 
abilities to design and develop their own SNS courses. 
Critical to the learning of any language are the 
development of listening, speaking, reading, and writing 
skills, including vocabulary and grammar, knowledge of 
literature, culture, and history.
"Our present and future economic security depends on 
our ability as a nation to communicate effectively with 
potential business partners, customers, and competitors 
around the world. Our success in the global marketplace 
is directly related to our ability to understand, 
appreciate, value, and work within foreign cultures, 
differing sets of social customs, diverse economic 
contexts, and varied political systems. The colleges and 
universities that prosper in the future are those that 
will, among other things, focus foreign language 
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curricula on the needs of students specializing in 
business and other professions, while modifying their 
business and professional courses and programs to include 
foreign languages, international perspectives, and 
cross-cultural content" (McGroarty,1997, p. 5).
It is vital that we, secondary teachers of Spanish 
Native Speakers, begin to develop program models, 
curriculum, and instructional materials that not only 
meet the needs of Spanish Native Speakers, but also 




In my opinion when speakers of languages other than 
English have opportunities to develop their home 
language, they become even more valuable members of our 
society and their own communities. My goal as a secondary 
Spanish teacher is to help my students become functional 
members of our society, to help them understand and to 
acculturate their own culture through the best 
educational experience they can receive inside and 
outside of school.
This project's goal was to analyze the 
differentiated needs of Native Speakers in a Spanish 
program. It is clear that a comprehensive, systematic 
curriculum should be used for the teaching of Spanish to 
Native Speakers at the secondary level. It is ineffective 
that each teacher should be required to independently 
make all the necessary adaptations to the curriculum. The 
Native Speaker students at Summit High School are not a 
unique population. Those of heritage learners throughout 
the district, the state and the country mirror their 
needs. I would like to recommend that the following steps 
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be taken in to consideration of the unique needs of these 
students: 1) analysis of different learning strategies 
(e.g., types and effects of intensive instruction, 
pacing, differentiated sequencing, specifically for 
Native Speakers; 2) development of classroom materials 
designed to meet the needs of Native Speakers;
3) alignment of assessment and evaluation procedures to 
identify and properly place Native Speakers; 4) the 
examination of outcomes of any strategy or curriculum; 
and 5) the development of a comprehensive Native Speakers 




IMPACT OF USING THIS CURRICULUM FOR MY STUDENTS
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Impact Of Using This Curriculum For My Students
Many students who initially enroll in a Native Speaker class face it with 
apathy or negativity. They may feel that they don’t need to learn their own 
language. This can be specifically challenging for teachers who are not of 
Hispanic origins. Or, they may feel intimidated if they have perceptions of their 
Native Language is being less valuable than English. Other students may be 
surprised by the actual academic rigor required of them to be successful in 
something they thought they already knew. As they progress through the 
program, however, most of my students have begun to appreciate the growth 
opportunity. They also feel empowered much more about their heritage. Most 
importantly, they see the value of developing their language skills and begin to 
believe the adage “EL que habla dos idiomas vale por dos”.
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In their own words my students share:
Student 1 
Period 2
Spanish 2 Native Speakers
When I first came into Mrs. Guzman’s Spanish class I was kind of 
uncomfortable about it because my freshman year I took Spanish 3 Natives, 
and it was super hard! I thought I was a good Spanish speaker, reader, and 
writer. Mrs. Guzman never put me down about it. She helped me and the rest 
of my classmates understand how the Spanish language works. I learned to 
read, write, and speak Spanish more than I thought. I knew I could take in! I’m 
thankful now that my Spanish has excelled since the last time my grandma 
from Mexico came to visit because she noticed a great change in my Spanish 
skills. But I am most thankful to Mrs. Guzman to take her time to teach her 
student the best way to learn Spanish. She even taught me about Spanish 
speaking countries! So if I ever travel to Spain or Central America and I’m able 
to speak better Spanish than the citizens there, I will think of Mrs. Guzman and 
be thankful for everything that she has taught me. Thank you Mrs. Guzman, 
from the bottom of my heart.
The adapted curriculum benefited this student. As evidenced in her 
evaluation, she felt encouraged to develop her skills especially in reading and 
writing. Her self-esteem has improved, as she has gained confidence. She 
also has developed her ability to communicate with family members, as well 
as a desire to explore further other countries.
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Student 2 
Spanish 2 Native Speakers 
Period 3
Mrs. Guzman 1 could tell you that from having your class was a big 
impact in my life, 1 am not just saying this, 1 mean it. To tell you the truth I 
learned more about life than Spanish, and that’s a good thing because now 1 
think about what I do, and I have changed some things in my life because of 
the good things you have taught us.
I might just be a student to you but you have inspired me, and for that I 
look up to you. This class was the best thing I had in my four years of school 
because I learned about things that my other teachers wouldn’t want to talk 
about even my parents.
Gracias, Mrs. Guzman
Note that the student found the class to be the most inspiring he had 
taken in his four years of high school. Students find the adapted curriculum 
relevant and applicable to their life.
Student3 
Period 4 
Spanish 2 Native Speakers
I as a student of Mrs. Guzman have learned a lot I’ve learned to 
express my knowledge of Spanish, learned about my culture, and learned 
about other Spanish speaking countries. This class has impacted my life a lot. 
I learned to not be shy to speak Spanish and also the grammar. I thank Mrs. 
Guzman because the things she’s taught me will help me get a job because 
have the advantage. Mrs. Guzman is one of those teachers you enjoy to be in 
her class and never wants to leave. When we study she makes it interesting 
so it makes me want to learn more.
Sincerely, 
Emily
Linguistically, this student is more confident and willing to express 
herself in Spanish. It is notable that she has now incorporated her bilingualism 
in such a way that she feels it will help her in the future job market. She also is 




Spanish 2 Native Speakers
Esta clase de espanol dos para hispano hablantes me ha ayudado 
mucho. Al principio del ano yo no queria tomar esta clase, porque yo pensaba 
que ya sabia todo, por el simple hecho de que hablo espanol. Pero despues 
me di cuenta de que no lo sabia todo y tenia que aprender a usar bien mi 
primer lenguaje.
Tambien en esta clase aprendi mucho de diferentes pafses, y sobre 
todo de Mexico. Habia muchas cosas de Mexico que yo no sabia pero en esta 
clase y con la ayuda de Mrs. Guzman las aprendi. Mrs. Guzman me ha 
ayudado mucho en mi aprendizaje. Mrs. Guzman no solo es una buena 
maestra sino tambien una muy buena persona. Siempre esta ahi si necesitas 
su ayuda. Me gusta mucho su estrategia para enseriar a nosotros sus 
estudiantes. En esta clase aprendi a hablar sin verguenza, esto gracias al 
jueves de noticias. Mrs. Guzman muchas gracias por este extraordinario a no 
escolar. En el cual aprendi mucho.
The confidence to express herself completely in Spanish is indicative of 
her improved mastery. Also, the student clearly indicates that her initial apathy 
has been replaced by interest and enthusiasm. By including the cultural 





In the beginning of the semester I didn’t like Mrs. Guzman. She treated 
me to nice. It was weird to me because most teachers treated me as just 
another student. Mrs. Guzman was different; she treated me kindly and taught 
me to be proud of my heritage, and why to be proud of being Hispanic. 1 used 
to think we were just unwanted people. Mrs. Guzman showed me how useful 
we are and that we should be glad to be bilingual. She showed me how my 
culture is and how important it is in America. It’s been a pleasure to have Mrs. 
Guzman as a teacher.
It is clear that this student, at the beginning of the year, was expecting a 
significantly high negative affect about school in general. Through the adapted 
curriculum and the teacher’s demonstration of personal regard (which at first 
the student mistrusted) the student began to feel better about school, himself, 




This past year as 1 entered into my Spanish 2 Native Speaker class, 1 
was determined to learn how to write in Spanish and improve on my speaking. 
Now as the year is almost over, I believe I learned a great amount of stuff. 
From other countries, 1 learned their culture; I learned grammar and how to 
write and speak better in Spanish. Mrs. Guzman’s curriculum and way of 
teaching brought me to reach my goal. Not only did 1 learn what I wanted but 
more, the discussions that we have in class bring a new perspective on 
different topics. Ahora puedo escribir en espanol y me encanta!
Gracias Mrs. Guzman
This student was eager to develop her skills. She had specific 
expectations of what she could achieve through the curriculum. She was not 
disappointed, and especially appreciated the ability to improve her oral 




The first day that I came to Mrs. Guzman’s class was the first day of 
school. When I walked in through the door 1 felt as if I were at my house. The 
air in the atmosphere felt good. If 1 were to be mad for some reason 1 would 
get over it when I stepped in the class. I didn’t know how to write or read 
Spanish. After a few months being here I learned a lot. My speaking got better, 
my writing improved, and my reading ability went up a couple levels. I liked 
learning about different cultures and customs. Costa Rica was the best out of 
Spain, Europe, Mexico and Argentina.
This student equates the classroom environment to feeling at home. By 
experiencing a curriculum which focuses on a positive exploration of culture, 
this student’s affective filter was extremely low. He feels confident in the 




Durante mi aprendizaje de espahol dos yo considero que aprendi 
mucho. Cuando yo empece la clase de espahol dos no me sentfa con la 
seguridad de hablarlo en publico ni de escribirlo yo aprendi que uno tiene que 
esforzarse y que cada D1A uno aprende algo nuevo. A mi Io que mas me 
gusto fue aprender de diferentes cultures ya que aunque los hispanos 
hablamos espahol tenemos diferentes tradiciones y es lo que siento que nos 
hace espacial como latinos. Mi gramatica y lecture mejoro y me siento muy 
orguliosa de haber aprendido mas. Yo le doy las gracias a mi maestra 
Guzman por que siempre que teniamos dudas o preguntas nos trataba de dar 
la mejor explicacion posible. Si ahora escribo, hablo mejor el espahol y me 
siento mas segura de mi misma es gacias a la maestra Guzman.
This student expresses that her confidence in using her heritage 
language improved as a result of her participation in this class. She now feels 





I have learned a lot in this class. It taught me how to speak better 
Spanish and write better. You also taught me about life and what’s good and 
what’s bad. You also have taught me to respect people and about the real 
world. I respect you a lot and have made me think twice about what 1 do. I am 
grateful that I had you for a teacher. You are a caring, honest, and respectful 
teacher. You have also taught me about other countries and places. Now 
because of you I am more confident in myself and know better. Hopefully 1 
have you again next year. Thank you for everything.
Love, 
Jasmine
The adapted curriculum helped this student overcome some significant 
conceptual deficits that can be attributed to never having received any direct 
instruction in the heritage language. Having participated in this class and 
experiencing the adapted curriculum, the student now appreciates more fully 




Mrs. Guzman, when you told us to do this assignment I got sad 
because I thought you said you were retiring. I guess I should listen more 
closely to Spanish. I really liked this class because I learned a lot. I didn’t know 
where Cuba was or that cafe was a color. I improved my Spanish by a lot. I 
became aware of my heritage and I realized how privileged I am to know more 
than one language. I’ve started writing and talking to my friends in Spanish. 
My writing skills may not be perfect but it’s become easier to do. I also thank 
you because you taught us all very Important life lessons. What I really want to 
say is thank you Mrs. Guzman for being the nicest and coolest teacher I’ve 
ever had. Thank You!!!
This student did not have any preconceptions about the class. 
However, he did have a very limited grasp of the complexity of the curriculum. 
Now, he has gained many insights into the various and complex cultures that 
comprise the Hispanic community. He also feels that through participating in 





I started this class with no knowledge whatsoever of a Spanish Native 
speakers class was. I was actually expecting English to be spoken by my 
teacher. I did’ not know what exactly to expect from being in this class. I 
learned more and more about what Spanish was, and what countries were too 
much more than a color on the map. I learned too much about different 
cultures and countries in Central America. I learned about he beauty, the 
traditions, the food and the people of these countries. I can honestly say that 
Mrs. Guzman was one of the very few people who influenced, inspired and 
care for a student like me. Senora Guzman will always be thought of in my 
head when I think of Spanish; the things she taught me remain in my head to 
this day. She has really taught me how to speak better Spanish and how to 
say better words. I have had Mrs. Guzman for two semesters and she has 
taught me from how to speak Spanish to moral values and how to be a better 
person. For this I am forever grateful. If I ever become billionaire Mrs. Guzman 
is sure to be on my life.
Love, 
Jennifer
This student acknowledges that the adapted curriculum helped her to 
improve in the productive domains (speaking, writing) of her heritage 
language. By experiencing the regard for her culture, and the greater 
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Samples of Adapted Lesson Plans and Students Work
Mrs. Guzman
Week 35 5/11-5/15 Spanish 11 Native Speakers
















Cult. 2.1 Conn. 
3.1, Comm. 5.1 
OBJ. Students 
will be able to 
tellothers about 
what can be 
found in the city 
in Spanish.
H.W.
• Conoce la 
ciudad 
p.274-275


















■ Nota cultural 
p.280









OBJ. Students will 
be able to report in 
Spanish “una 
noticia"
H.W. Unidad 4 
Etapa 2 Packet p. 
101-102
■ Subjunctive Stem 
Changes:
-ar,-er Verbs p.282 
- Nota cultural 
p.283
■ Stem-Changing - 













» Quiz # 28
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• Tipo de Gobierno
• Tipo de moneda
• Presidente actual
• Presidentes mas destacados
3. Geograffa
• Ciudades mas importantes
• Colindancia territorial







5. Tradiciones y costumbres
• Co mi da




• Grupos Autdctonos 



























1. (iComo es el tipo de gobierno en Espana?
2. Cita 4 ciudades importantes de Espana
3. ^Cuales son los colores de la bandera?
4. eQue signiflca cada uno de los colores de la bandera?
5. /Como es el escudo de la bandera de Espana, que representa?
6. cQue tipo de moneda existe en Espana?
7. ^Cual es la capital de Espana?
8. Nombra algunas personas famosas de Espana (artistas, poetas, 
cantantes etc.)
9. AL rever so de la hoja dibuja el mapa de Espana y nombra sus 
colindancias (norte, sur, este y oeste)
10. Describe el folklore y las tradiciones culturales de Espana
(comida, baile, musica etc.)
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APPENDIX C
WORLD LANGUAGE CONTENT STANDARDS FOR CALIFORNIA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, KINDERGARTEN THROUGH 
GRADE TWELVE
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California Department of Education
Executive Office
Adopted by the State Board of Education, Jan 7, 2009
World Language Content Standards for California Public Schools, 
Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve
Introduction
Developing Global Competency
In order to succeed in the 21st century, today’s students need to develop linguistic 
and cultural literacy, including academic knowledge, proficiency in English, and in 
several of the world’s languages and cultures. The ability to communicate in culturally 
appropriate ways in a variety of settings will ensure success in a technologically 
driven global economy and increase intercultural understanding and. the benefits 
derived from collaborative international efforts. In order to succeed In our 
interconnected world, California’s students need to use language and cross-cultural 
communication skills effectively.
As a result of culturally appropriate language use, students will enhance their ability 
to effectively carry out a wide range of tasks with a high level of control of the 
linguistic system. We can no longer afford to simply learn about languages and 
cultures but rather, we must provide students with opportunities to learn languages 
and cultures by participating in communicative interactions that prepare for real-world 
language use and global citizenship. Language learning needs to be a life-long 
endeavor. The standards that follow are intended to provide guidance to 
administrators and teachers in implementing a World Languages and Cultures 
program for a diverse student population at any point in the kindergarten through 
grade twelve curriculum toward the development of communicative proficiency in 
linguistically and culturally appropriate ways.
California’s Diverse Student Population
California’s students bring a rich variety of languages and cultures to the classroom. 
Students may have learned a heritage language in their homes, be recent 
immigrants, or acquired the ability to understand and/or produce one or more 
languages through contact in their communities or abroad. Some students pursue 
languages they know; others seek out opportunities to learn additional languages and 
cultures. Thus, the considerable number of languages spoken and taught in California 
schools and the range of entry points and proficiencies among our students require 
standards that are tied to student performance instead of level.
Timeframes for Learning Languages and Cultures
The amount of time it takes to learn another language and culture is linked to the 
linguistic and cultural differences among the languages and cultures students know. 
The specific language and culture that learners study and their performance profile at 
entry will determine the amount of time required to achieve a particular level of 
proficiency.
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Categories of languages have been established by the Foreign Service Institute (FSl) 
based on the time it takes for native speakers of English to develop various levels of 
proficiency in target languages and cultures. For example, Arabic, a Category IV 
language, will take considerably longer to acquire than French, a Category I 
language. American Sign Language (ASL), Classical Greek, Classical Latin, and 
Native American languages have not been assigned to categories since no formal 
research studies have been published on these languages.
The Language Learning Continuum (see Foreign Language Framework for California 
Public Schools, Kindergarten through Grade Twelve), a framework developed by the 
College Board, is used to indicate growth in linguistic and cultural proficiency. It 
provides benchmarks for progress in a series of qualitatively different stages of 
performance:
• Stage I (Formulaic), learners understand and produce signs, words, and 
phrases.
• Stage II (Created), learners understand and produce sentences and 
strings of sentences.
• Stage III (Planned), learners understand and produce paragraphs and 
strings of paragraphs.
• Stage IV (Extended), learners understand and produce cohesive texts 
composed of multiple paragraphs.
The Language Learning Continuum includes Stage V (Tailored) proficiency, which 
represents performance typically achieved through university level study.
It should be noted that secondary learners may require more than one year to 
progress from one stage to the next and may spend a significant amount of time 
within two adjacent stages. For example, learners of Russian, a Category III 
language, may require two years to move beyond Stage I in listening and speaking, 
but longer than two years for reading and writing. Programs may focus on specific 
communicative modes. For example, a Mandarin program may emphasize different 
communicative modalities in order to attain Stage III proficiency in listening and 
speaking, Stage II proficiency in reading, and Stage I proficiency in writing. By 
necessity, Classical Greek and Latin programs will emphasize reading from the very 
beginning of instruction. Further, it will be common in the elementary school context 
for non-heritage learners to remain in Stage I for an extended period of time.
California’s Language Programs
California offers a variety of language programs, beginning in elementary school, 
continuing in middle school, and most typically in comprehensive high school. 
Elementary programs include immersion, Foreign Language in the Elementary 
School (FLES), and Foreign Language Experience (FLEX) that differ substantially in 
the contact hours allocated to the curriculum. These programs need to be 
age-appropriate in order to address students’ cognitive, emotional, and social needs.
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Some middle schools also offer immersion and FLEX programs as well as 
introductory courses that may be equivalent to the first and/or
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second year of high school study. High school programs traditionally offer a four or 
five-year sequence preparing students for the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) II 
examinations in language and often culminating in the Advanced Placement and, less 
frequently, the International Baccalaureate program in language and literature. 
Programs for heritage and native speakers can include immersion, specialized 
courses designed to meet learner needs, and accommodations for these learners 
within the foreign language classroom. The standards provide an organizing principle 
to ensure the continuous development of student proficiency, irrespective of the 
multiple points of entry and exit from California’s language programs.
Organization of the Standards
The World Language Content Standards for California Public Schools, Kindergarten 
Through Grade Twelve (World Language Content Standards) represents a strong 
consensus that the study of a wide variety of world languages and cultures is part of 
the core curriculum. The World Language Content Standards present the knowledge, 
skills, and abilities that all learners should acquire during thirteen years in the 
California public school system.
Due to the considerable number of languages in California, the World Language 
Content Standards was developed to accommodate all languages and the various 
stages a learner goes through to become proficient. Therefore, the World Language 
Content Standards are not language-specific. In addition, due to the various levels of 
student proficiency and the multiple points of entry and exit from California’s language 
programs, the World Language Content Standards that follow are not tied to specific 
grade levels but rather describe the levels of linguistic and cultural acquisition. For 
ease of presentation, the standards are separated into five categories: Content, 
Communication, Cultures, Structures, and Settings. They should to be taught 
together and in practice merge into seamless instruction within the various stages of 
the Language Learning Continuum.
Content
Language users address a wide variety of topics that are age and stage appropriate. 
As students develop their ability to communicate in the target language and culture, 
they are able to more fully address topics that increase in complexity from stage to 
stage on the Language Learning Continuum.
Communication
Real-world communication occurs in a variety of ways. It may be interpersonal in 
which culturally appropriate listening, reading, viewing, speaking, signing, and writing 
occur as a shared activity among language users. It may be interpretive in which 
language users listen, view, and read using knowledge of cultural products, practices, 
and perspectives. It may be presentational in which speaking, signing, and writing 
occur in culturally appropriate ways.
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Cultures
Culturally appropriate language use requires the understanding of the relationship 
between the products a culture produces, the practices that the culture manifests, ■ 
and the perspectives that underlie them. Students must acquire the ability to interact 
appropriately with target culture bearers in order to communicate successfully. This 
category allows students to make connections and comparisons between languages 
and cultures.
Structures
The World Language Content Standards use the term structures to capture the 
multiple components of grammarthat learners must control in order to successfully 
communicate in linguistically and culturally appropriate ways. Students need to 
acquire orthography, the writing systems in languages that have them; phonology, 
the sound systems of language or parameters in ASL; morphology, the rules for 
word formation; syntax, the principles of sentence structure; semantics, 
language-based meaning systems; and pragmatics, meaning systems connected to 
language use.
Settings
Language users need to carry out tasks in a variety of situations representative of 
those they will experience in the target culture. The success of learner communication 
will be determined by the requirements of the situation in which the language is used. 
Understanding social linguistic norms will assist learners in communicating effectively 
in real-world encounters.
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World Language Content Standards for California Public Schools, 
Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve
Content
As students become literate in the target language, they acquire relevant content
through various topics. This in turn expands their access to information from around
the globe. At the same time, students use the language to participate in everyday
social interactions with members of California’s diverse communities. Moreover, the
content students acquire in the language classroom enables them to make
connections and reinforce knowledge from other content areas of the curriculum. As
they progress along t 
variety of content tha1
he Language Learning Continuum, students address a wide 
is age and stage appropriate.
Stage 1 Stage II Stage III Stage IV
1.0 Students 2.0 Students 3.0 Students 4.0 Students
acquire acquire acquire acquire
information, information, information, information,
recognize recognize recognize recognize
distinctive distinctive distinctive distinctive
viewpoints and viewpoints and viewpoints and viewpoints and
further their further their further their further their
knowledge of knowledge of knowledge of knowledge of
other other other other
disciplines. disciplines. disciplines. disciplines.
1.1 Students 2.1 Students 3.1 Students 4.1 Students
address address topics address address
discrete related to self concrete and complex
elements of and the factual topics concrete,
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Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV
a. Greetings and 
introductions
b. Family and 
friends
c. Pets








g. Leisure, hobbies 
and activities, 
songs, toys and 
games, sports






b. People in the 
community
c. Zoo and farm 
animals, fables
d. Care of the 
home, interacting 
with people in the 
community

















b. Historical and 
cultural figures, 
stereotypes











g. Media, internet, 
television, radio, 
film

















g. The visual and 
performing arts
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j. Important dates 
in the target 
culture
k. Jobs





n. Parts of the body, 
illness
o. Technology






k. Professions and 
the working world
l. Cuisine and 
recipes
m. Clothing and 
fashion










k. Careers and 
future plans









o. Effects of 
technology in the 
modern world
















n. Policy issues in 
health care
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Communication
In order to achieve communicative compete 
messages effectively. Students actively use 
responding to real situations. Moreover, the 
culturally appropriate ways while interacting 
progress along the Language Learning Cor 
communication that is age and stage apprc
Stage I




signs [ASL], and 
phrases).








1.3 Present to an 
audience of 
listeners, 
readers, or ASL 
viewers.
Stage 11














2.3 Present to an 
audience of 
listeners, 
readers, or ASL 
viewers.
ence, students convey and receive
3 language to transmit meaning while 
sy process language in linguistically and 
j with a wide variety of audiences. As they 
ntinuum, students engage in 
)priate.
Stage III




and strings of 
paragraphs).








3.3 Present to an 
audience of 
listeners, 


















4.3 Present to an 
audience of 
listeners, 
readers, or ASL 
viewers.
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Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV
Functions
1.4 List, name, 
identify, 
enumerate.





1.6 Reproduce and 
present a 
written, oral, or 
signed (ASL) 






and close a 
conversation, 






ideas, and some 
details in 
authentic texts.
2.6 Produce and 
present a simple 
written, oral, or 
signed (ASL) 









the main idea 
and key details 
in authentic 
texts.
3.6 Produce and 
present a 
written, oral, or 
signed (ASL) 











the main ideas 
and most details 
in authentic 
texts.
4.6 Produce and 
present a 
complex written, 
oral, or signed 
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Cultures
In order to understand the connection bet 
discern how a culture views the world. Sti 
and values that shape the target culture, 
practices, and products incorporate not o 
contributions of literature, the arts and sci 
shared traditions, and common patterns c 
they progress along the Language Learni 
understanding of cultural perspectives by
Stage I













































2.3 State reasons 
for cultural 
borrowings.
tween language and culture, students 
udents comprehend the ideas, attitudes, 
These shared common perspectives, 
nly formal aspects of a culture such as 
ience, but also the daily living practices, 
?f behavior acceptable to a society. As 
ng Continuum, students demonstrate 
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Structures
Languages vary considerably in the strucl 
meaning; therefore, the following standan 
languages. It is expected that the curricul 
structures essential to accurate communi 
the target language, students grasp the a 
the structures the language uses to conve 
patterns in the language system. A languj 
grammar rules and vocabulary, but also s 
forms of nonverbal communication. A lan< 
whereby speakers learn what to say to wi­
the Language Learning Continuum, stude 
appropriate structures to comprehend an( 
similarities and differences among the Ian
Stage 1
1.0 Students use 
orthography, 
phonology, or ASL 
parameters to 
understand words, 




phonology, or ASL 
parameters to 
produce words or 




differences in the 
orthography, 
phonology, or ASL 












2.1 Use sentence 
level elements 
(morphology and/or 









syntax) of the 
languages the 
students know.
tures that learners use to convey 
ds are general in order to apply to all 
urn will feature language specific 
cation. As they acquire vocabulary in 
ssociated concepts, and comprehend 
ey meaning. Moreover, they discover 
age system consists of not only 
;uch elements as gestures and other 
guage system also includes discourse, 
nom and when. As they progress along 
snts use linguistically and grammatically 
d produce messages. Students identify 
iguages they know.
Stage 111
3.0 Students use 
knowledge of text 
structure to 
understand topics 
related to the 
external 
environment.
3.1 Use paragraph 
level discourse 





differences in the 
paragraph level 
discourse (text 










4.1 Use extended 
discourse 
(nativelike text 





differences in the 
extended discourse 
(nativelike text 
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Settings
In order for students 
appropriate for a giv 
setting, or context, ir 
assists students not 
that is culturally appr 
language that is new 
Learning Continuum 
situations that reflecl
to communicate effectively, they use elements of language 
sn situation. Language conveys meaning best when the 
which it is used, is known. This knowledge of context 
only in comprehending meaning but also in using language 
■opriate. Context also helps define and clarify the meaning of 
to the learner. As they progress along the Language
, students carry out tasks in stage and age appropriate 
the target culture.
Stage I
1.0 Students use 




1.1 Recognize age 
appropriate cultural 









2.1 Participate in 
age appropriate 










3.1 Initiate age 
appropriate cultural 









4.1 Sustain age 
appropriate cultural 
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GLOSSARY
This glossary provides simple definitions of concepts contained in the standards 
document in order to facilitate its comprehension by a wide audience of readers.
Abstract topics Subjects that are not concrete and/or factual but 
rather represent concepts and ideas.
Academic topics Subjects that are part of the core curriculum of 
schools or part of university programs.
Accuracy In speaking and writing, the quality of the message 
produced; in listening and reading, the quality of 
the message received.
Advanced Placement (AP) A program of the College Board that confers 
advanced placement in a course sequence for 
students who successfully complete an end of year 
examination.
Archetypes A generic version derived from multiple examples 
found within a group.
Authentic Designed by and for use by members of a 
particular group.
Belief system The framework of perspectives through which an 
individual interprets the world.
Coherent Use of reference to a particular context to give 
unified meaning to a text.
Cohesive Use of structures and vocabulary to link parts of a 
text and give it a unified meaning.
Connections Language learners gain access to content from 
other areas of the core curriculum and to 
perspectives only available through the target 
language and its cultures.
Content The topics an individual addresses.
Content standards Clearly defined statements about what all students 
are expected to know and be able to do.
Contexts The situations or settings in which an individual 
uses a language.
Created stage (Stage II) The second stage on the Language Learning 
Continuum in which language users understand 
sentence level relationships and use sentences 
and strings of sentences.
Cultural bearers Individuals within a group who share common 
behaviors and views of the world.
Cultural borrowings Tangible and intangible items, behaviors and 
beliefs of a particular group that are used by 
another group.
Cultural perspectives Beliefs of members of a particular group.
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Cultural practices Behaviors of members of a particular group.
Cultural products Tangible and intangible items created by members 
of a particular group.
Culturally appropriate Patterns of behaviors widely acceptable to 
members of a group.
Discourse (paragraph/extended) The use of language and context to connect 
sentences or paragraphs to give them unified 
meaning.
Discrete elements Language that refers to concrete objects in a 
particular culture.
Extended stage (Stage IV) The fourth stage on the Language Learning 
Continuum in which language users understand 
and produce cohesive texts composed of multiple 
paragraphs.
External environment The settings for language use in which paragraphs 
or extended discourse are used to carry out 
complex tasks.
Foreign Language in the 
Elementary School (FLES)
Elementary school programs that meet for a 
minimum of seventy minutes a week with the goal 
of developing proficiency in language and culture.
Foreign Language Experience 
(FLEX)
Elementary school programs that expose students 
to the study of a language or languages and 
cultures in order to motivate them to pursue further 
study.
Formal settings Situations requiring the use of careful, impersonal 
forms of language and behavior.
Formulaic stage (Stage I) The first stage on the Language Learning 
Continuum in which language users understand 
and produce words and phrases without 
knowledge of their internal structure.
Functional proficiency The ability to use language for real-world purposes 
in culturally appropriate ways.
Functions The ability to carry out tasks with language. May 
be receptive (listening, reading, and viewing) or 
productive (speaking, signing, and writing).
Generic standards A set of outcomes that is valid for all languages, for 
all ages, and for all levels of proficiency.
Grammar The rules governing the use of a natural language.
Heritage learner An individual who has acquired any level of 
proficiency in a language used at home.
Highly predictable settings Common situations requiring the use of learned 
formulas and formulaic behavior.
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Immediate environment The settings for language use in which sentences 
are used to carry out transactional tasks.
Immersion A program used to teach at least fifty percent of 
the core curriculum in the target language.
Informal settings Situations in which rapport and friendly 
relationships require personal forms of language 
and behavior.
International Baccalaureate (IB) A two-year curriculum and testing protocol that 
lead to a diploma that is widely recognized by the 
world’s leading universities.
Interpersonal communication Language users listen, speak, sign, read, write, 
and view as they negotiate meaning with others.
Interpersonal settings Situations requiring the use of sentence level 
language and appropriate behavior to carry out a 
variety of transactional tasks.
Interpretive communication Language users individually listen, read, and view 
using knowledge of cultural products, practices, 
and perspectives without interaction with others.
Language category Groups of languages that require similar amounts 
of time for native speakers of English to acquire.
Language Learning Continuum A framework designed by the College Board 
characterizing the development of language 
learner proficiency within various performance 
stages.
Linguistic system The study of language in human communication 
that includes phonology/parameters, orthography, 
morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.
Morphology The field of linguistics that studies the internal 
structure of words or signs.
Native learner An individual who has acquired any level of 
proficiency in a language of a country where she or 
he was born.
Negotiated language Situations that require participants to create a 
shared communication.
Negotiation of meaning Communicative processes in which participants 
create understandings through interaction.
Non-negotiated language Situations in which one-way communication 
requires culturally appropriate interpretation and/or 
behavior.
Orthography The writing system or systems of a language.
Parameters Linguistic features (hand shape, location, 
movement orientation, and/or non-manual signals) 
of sign language equivalent to the phonology of a 
spoken language.
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Performance standards Clearly defined statements about how well all 
students are expected to meet content standards.
Phonology The field of linguistics that studies how sounds and 
ASL parameters are organized and used.
Planned stage (Stage 111) The third stage on the Language Learning 
Continuum in which language users understand 
and produce paragraphs and strings of 
paragraphs.
Pragmatics The field of linguistics that studies meaning 
systems linked to language use.
Presentational communication Language users speak, sign, and write in culturally 
appropriate ways without negotiating language.
Proficiency The ability to use language for real-world purposes 
in culturally appropriate ways.
Real-world Behaviors that occur in the target culture.
Rites of passage Rituals that mark a change in an individual’s status 
within a group.
Semantics The field of linguistics that studies language-based 
meaning systems.
Signs Linguistic features of sign language equivalent to 
the words of a spoken language.
Stereotypes Generalizations made about the characteristics of 
all members of a group.
Syntax The field of linguistics that studies the internal 
structure of sentences.
Target language and culture(s) The language and culture(s) that a learner seeks 
to acquire.
Text types The form of the message produced or received 
(oral and written formulas, sentences, paragraphs, 
extended discourse).
Transactional Tasks which require the use of sentences and 
have as a goal soliciting simple information, goods 
and services.
Transition points Major events in the human life cycle with changes 
in individual roles and responsibilities.




Attention, comprehension, and interpretation of 
visual information of a signed language in person 
or from various media.
California Department of Education. (2009). World language content standards for 




LA BANDERA DE ESPANA
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La .ILnsclcr,i de Kp.iiLi con todos sus elementos actuates fue adoptada el . x.f' ■ xUil >t>’.de i'i8i al 
aprobarse la t' > que establece la ultima versibn del b a j h' hr11 r']. Con anterioridad, la 
( or ■■ j*t> i >n de. _!l du» n Hu de ”i K especificaba en su Artlculo 4.1: «La bandera de Espana estd 
formada par tres fianias horizontales, roja, amarilla y raja, siendo la amarilla de doble anchura que 
cada una de las rofas». Se trata del mismo diseno que fue adoptado como p,jsi I Jon t iciOjril de 
I Ti11 en 1 -JU, y que, a ex c epci bn del diseno adoptado cntre iy;u y neo*  sblo lia ido variando el 
modelo dej^ ijn KjujrnHl.
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Historia
® Es posible considerar que los vexilos (palabra origen del tdrmino 
Vexilulygia) utilizados por los legionarios, durante la dyhizacion 
romana, fiueron las primeras insignias empleadas en Lspaiix Los 
visigodos siguieron utilizando este tipo de estandartes rigidos con 
alguna clase de pano; pero no fue sino hasta la invasion musulmana 
cuando se comenzaron a utilizar lo que actualmente conocemos como 
«bsuiya que el uso de tejidos ligeros en los estandartes, como la 
sccla, tuvo su origen en Orient c, siendo los musulmanes y los 
Cru/ados los primeros en implantar su uso en Furopa. Las banderas se 
convirtieron en guiones y estandartes representatives de Reyes y 
Senores (especincamente, de sus linajes o casas reales), mAs que de 
territories o naciones, tai como hoy son utilizadas las ensenas 
nacionales.
° Los colores de la bandera de Espana, tai como han 
sido especificados en el Real decreto 441/1981 de 
27 de febrerob] , por el que se especifican 
tecnicamente los colores de la Bandera de Espana, 
de conformidad con los informes elaborados por 
el Servicio de Normalization Militar, en 
colaboracion con el Instituto Nacional de 
Rationalization y Normalization (IRANOR), son 




° Los colores de la bandera de Espana, tai como han 
sido especificados en el Real decreto 441/1981 de 27 de 
febreroHJ , por el que se especifican tecnicamente los 
colores de la Bandera de Espana, de conformidad con 
los informes elaborados por el Servicio.de 
Normalizacion Militar, en colaboracion con el 
Instituto Nacional de Racionalizacion y 
Normalizacion (IRANOR), son los siguientes, con su 




Spanish Coat of Arms
El diseno de la bandera.
El Ie6n rojo en fondo bianco, slmbolo de Leon
El rojo y amarillo con franjas de Aragbn
La OFA cadenas de oro Navarra
La flor de granada Granada
La flor de lis de la Casa de Borbdn
En uno y otro lado de el escudo de armas son los pilares de HSrcules, un 
antiguo nombre dado al Estrecho de Gibraltar. La frase Plus Ultra signifies 
’m£s ail£' en latln, y en este contexto significa m£s alld del Estrecho de 
Gibraltar, refirtendose a las Americas y el antiguo territorio espafiol. En los 
pilares, una Corona imperial a la izquierday una corona real de la derecha. El 
slmbolo de los Pilares fue utilizada por primera vez por el rey Charles I de 
Espana que tambten se Sacro Imperio Romano Germ^nico Charles V, Io que 
explica la presencia de la Corona Imperial
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APPENDIX E
HISTORIA DE LA BANDERA
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Las Banderas de Espana
L
[ • Corana de Castilla
♦ Corona Aragon
• Cruz de Borgona
• Paellon Naval
• Bandera de la Republica
• Bandera de la Republica
• Regimen Franquista
' Todos los militares de espana ■■ 
i • tienen-un juro que asen
* • Para representar a su pais -•
J e ------------------
i
i JB _ ■■■« < ‘ I
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* El escudo de Espana es el simbolo 
heraldico que simboliza al Estado del 
Reino de Esparia. Como simbolo 
institutional esta regulado y es empleado 












> La.cqihidaeh Espana es muy barata. Una 
comida que puedes comer en Espjana son 
"tapas; Tapas son unacomida chiquita que 
puedes comer en barras. Eh Espanacomeii „ 
muchos,mariscos. Las personas en Espana 
vana dif erente, barras a garrardiierentes = 
tapas.;Otra comi daen Espana que comen 
mucho es.Serrano Ham. Espana es mas 
conocida de lps mariscos que tienen. Paellaes 
" un plato favorito que tiehe. came o mariscos 







menco.es folcjor de Espana
Flamenco-esta dividido en tres partes, baile, guitarra, y canto
i > „ ■ Haycmuchos tlpos de Flamenco
.■ El origen del Flamenco viene de muchas1 cultures
.FlamencoJlego a-Espana primero, pero el origen-es de Andaliicia 
m, Flamenco erfipezo en el siglo dieciocho
■ Flamenco-es parte de Espana en este presente
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El judaismo
■ El judaismo era practicamerite no existente 
_nas,ta el siglo XIX, cuando permjtieron a los 
judibs otra vez para entra’r en e| pais. Hay 
actua,lrnente.airafflffl|rai0O judibs eni 
Espana, la majffl|HHnfflegadas en el 
judibs espanol^^^^^^rer menos el de 
Aproximadamente 80,000 judios vjvieron 
en Espana en la viSpera de la inquisition 
espanola.
I
Leyendas de Espana-Don Juan Tenorio
■ Don Juan era un hombre uue le 
gustaba a enganar a las mujeres. 
Un dia, cuando ostaba en un 
ceirientario,encontroel 
phantasma de la papa de una de 
las mujeres nue engano. El 
fantasma Io invito para comer 
con el en el cementario en una 
bsemana. Don Juan fue, eel 
fantasma pldlo para la mano de 
'Donluan. Cuando le did su mano 
el fantasma Io agarro y mando a 
Don Juan al Inflerno.
■ This legend began in 
1630, and has been 




El Dorado era un lugar mftico en America. 
Dicen que tenia reservas de oro y lo fueron 
a- buscar. Estaban atraidos por que se 
imaginaban una cuidad de oro. Muchas 
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M i q u°e I de Ge rff a rites°S a tvetira*|M)
Autor of’Don Quixote*  =* : *
Queen Isabella' I (M)
L^rriejbr Reina°d£ -E$p‘a rfa r ’•
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Antonio Banderas (S| 
Espan’a, Jose'Antonio 
Bajideras recibio una f 
Earhat Director P3’dro“,
Javier Bardern (Spain’
El recibio varios premi 
G Ip bqMe|© ro^u i^P ii^r 
Concede oara e Meioi
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Centros principals efe inaustria
“i ' — ?■ - : ' *. ‘ Sr yr?" ■ .'.hr ; e■*9 ■£
•.■ Las' impo.rtaGione^de..tejtdp/indprrienta.Pia,’aunie.ntafgp'. = ^‘por^ciento-^ 
• Los generos de punto y la ropaAvmen^aron =11 por ciento
L os id o s ^1 a i n fet ri a^fe I a c e cc ifef u e rd ri el ?sTfrEa do^c o m o&iri o cfe 
r. mas rapidarnente creelmiento en Espana. El pais es uri pro'ductor principal ^ideiejiaos.ydndunT^taria.y'-la econo mla<c onf ia <en el Ip.. - . Ta ' jl
•*.  Los.analista^ estfm'ah que las importaciones dejndustria va:aumei?tar’7.s'
Omm .. V - -Ho . . /. &F r ■. <£*.«?Bm
LT..s'-fig8M





• The Creoles (Spaniards born in the neW World) resejited the Spanish, control of high offices and 
monopolies and disliked the political'and economic1, reforms of Spain to modernize the colony .The 
. Creoles wanted to be the custpdiaqsof the S panisli ^monarchy, were«aqainst the oppression ofthe 
, Indian populatiohjand were alarmed.by the liberal ideas coming fromitn^pnited States and prance. In 
; tn$ Creoles-jslipported. byth|^diansand,m.es^6Sfpeople o^ixdjap.agd.Spanfsh. bjoo’gj/istarted
r „ MKvblutiopfo'r'inqependendei'PmSept^mbef^-i^^^igiJel.i-lidai'cio^Costlliai a Creo!e* tOragredthe 
" Y arrest of the Spaniards who lived In’ Dolores and rang fpecntfrch be 11 to calkthe townspeople.? Hidalgo 
shouted his call to arms against. Spain with the."El CdtoVThe involve merit of the Indians-anldthe. 
mestizos in the, warof lndependence,turned what had been a-political.maneuver into a class struggle. 
Hidalgo was captured and executed by the Spaniards before Mexicogained Its indepetidencefMexico 
gained ftsindependence ip i8zi. . ■ , .




• Julio Cervera BaVieraMan. 844-lgzg) era
uh ingeniero, inventor/, educad
1 x/"kz?r¥i K'^iiTrirt SI Si-'S’lS" E
pG.n ,, ... 
'1 -fca rvi Ki A r»° «*4  -
awwi.j yiiwii 1 vay- l.b luu
escribio Varios Hbros Cientiflcos y geograficos 
y articulos. ..^ > ■ .
f b u.d “ E ^36 B _ B B? ..BR,A R„_ B °J| “E <> m=>#: />£?* ■ £$■ 'dF* '31s
Juan de’La CierVa (21 Sep.iSgfc-q Dec >193'6) 
was a Spariishlngeniero civjJypilotQ.
•'■ ^ifel^fti@TSt>fei n?ni'e) oWianiffo 
Torriano (Italian) tambien conocido c’omoj










Sb ueteralu nltempifa i 
r^77T^~>SpePri1^ 
-• Tipodel gobierno:; monarquia parlamentaria
• D i v i s i b n e s a,d rh i h i stra t i va s: ^co rffuri 1 a a d e u.t 0 nonjjas . < >■ ■+ • **« Vacaciones de National- Dia Nacional el iz-ae octubre*  ’ J -Constitution:! 6 de diciembrje de 2978^ eficaz'diciernbre 291978 (
: <T\<
•■■•■■■ '-^-4
f „ \ r J. , ,_ _ ____ _ _ .- c *'Ji ' J rnon^Ga( 30 January 29^8 -)i LT
’VJI J3ULULJ 1* V/ UIC UiLlCII Ut -Ly/ V * t*  ISistema leqaksistema de derecho ciyil. con aplicacibnes reqionales ;:/ ’<■ ' -v!-' . <<?■. K :•Sufragio 28 Sands; universal/ ° *' ° ■*
F - •Executive branch: "vi 7 •,
'f iefefdeest<lilc):K\n6fUA^ cS'gLOS,Ngvembei^igys);5 HeiCApparent Prince'FELIPE;‘hijodel monarc od r\Elpresidente del Gobiernodose Maria AZNAR Lopez (5 May 1996):'X P rime r Vi ce’pre.s ide rite Fra riGisco ALVAR EZ'.G AS;COSJ?e rriapdez (5-May
|°• Segundo VicepresigenteXMjhlstro d£4ZbbhbWh y Finarizaj Rpqri go RATO 
t° Figar'edo C^May 2996).* Consejo d'erMinistcos' desiqnados oorel presidentea.v.
/ 'W>*?*  '■ • L^slatl^brari'chlfeidarnerat;1os.5$3p„~...»,. .. => 
■&NaciohaI cFjJas Cortes.Generales consisten en;el Seriado b-Sehado/d^d^d ^>a'sl.®os^o8^legfBmsJd ififltgjfrieht^de cidWsiy AB^esIg riW^porJLa^^
iwiMMM
<■ “ J&’’ ’
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Gpve’/n mBit WhtiSed
l.Political parties and leaders: •> ’ „ ■
i- Popular Party of PP£lose Msna^Z^lAR, Lopez]/, jjjl , -j£a ■“
1 • Spanish Soda [1st Workers Party (PSO Ej JoaqbiirALMUNi A AmSyyseicreta.ry gemfti)
• Spanish Communist Party or PCE [JulioANGUITA Gonzalez];
a.G rudds' Se.presioh {Jpllticosy Hderes-1?; '.'M* ,,
• http://vre.bcn.eS/V01/H0me/V01H0meLinkPl/p, 2460,7610 ^2^5 3,oo.ht 
ml. ■
• http://www.bharattextile.com/textile-stati5tics/es.php
• http://www.ma dridman.com/barcelona/ba reel ona-tours.htm I
•' http://en.~wikipedia^org/wiki/Category:Spanish inventors
: TJ'^fe^rac^Sfl^^ajado^e^^O'br " y.
: • la Onion General Soda list a de Trabajadores o UGTy el independiente mis peejefio
■ ’ °
1 • ,Un&n;de trabMjadoreS’Syndital o'Uj^O
lad§lesia[Catdiica; Ojara Dei;









• La Patri? vascay la Libertadola EJAy eiGrupqde^esistenda Antifascists delprimerpdp octubreoGRAPOusan 




• http://common5.wikimedia.0rg/wiki/Category:Poltticians of Spain
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Steve-EI Clima
• El clima en Barcelona es 
placentero la mayor parte 
del ano. Sin embargo, 
tendras el mejor clima de 
mayo a finales dejulio.
Ill
Steve-EI Cine
Durante las ultimas decadas Espana ha
ganado completamente una reputaction para su 
exelencia en cine.
• Renovados festivales de cine han subido a 
Espana.
° Muchos de estos grandes actares vienen de 
Espana son Antonio Banderas, Javier Bardem, 
Penelope Cruz, Benicio del Toro.
• Pelculas espanolas estan subiendo a travez del
cine internacional.
• No es una sopresa, que la evolucion de la 
musica espanola es extensiva y diversa como la 
historia, otras ciudades como Europa mezclan 
los elementos musicales como unicos, cada uno 




• Es una serie de disciplinas practicas que son: 
Flamenco, Clasico Espanol (Estilizacion), 
Folklore, Escuela Bolera (danzas del siglo 
XVIII), Ballet (Danza Clasica), y Castanuelas.
• Flamenco-la mas conocida de ia Danza 
Espanola, la mas universal, por la amlia difusion 
de diferentes "bailaores” y musicos que Io 
practican.
Eduardo’s-Tradition stories/songs
• Valencia celebrates their patron saint’s day and 
passing of winter with a fiery fire-day party.
• Main feature is the fallas effigies.Which are made of 
wood and paper mache.
• Flamenco is a typical dance and music in the south 
of Spain,concretely in the Andalasian region.
• Brought to Spain by gypsy from Eastern Europe in 
the 15th century. Feria de April begn as a cattle 
trading fair, but enrolled into a week long fair of 
Flamenco.




• 70 bullrings in Andalucia. A ceremony carefully 
following prearranged steps.as called for by the 
tradition of the corrida. Every year between July 
7th -14th is bull running. Bulls run half a mile to 
bull ring
Gaby-Dias festivos
• Enero- Ano nuevo - dia de los tres magos
• Febrero-cannaval-dia de andalverea
• Marzo-semana santa-
• Abril-feria de abril-en sevilla
• Mayo-dia de san Isidro-cruces de mayo
• Junio-Dia fiesta de san Juan
• Julio-fiesta de san fernine
• Augusto-Feria de malaga
• Octubre-dia de la razal-dia de la hispanidad
• Noviembre-dia de todos los santos




In Spain la familia is the 
entire extended family 
including not only 
immediate relative but also 
uncles, cousins, even ! 
distant relatives. The family 
is the most important social 
unit of Spanish culture.
Gaby-La escuelas
• In espana, all children age 6 to 14 are required to receive 
a formal education.
Primary school lasts for six years.
Spain’s public schools do not have room for all of spain’s 
student,so many children go to private schools that are 
usually catholic.
After the primary, students either move to secondary 
school which is high school.
The students that chose to go to high school go to college. 
College lasts six years!
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Gaby-Los deportes
° The most popular sport in Espana
is futbol which in North America is called soccor.
Spain has scores of professional, local and 
community.Soccer leagues Madrid and 
Barcelona are the centers of spectators soccer 
in spain. The most popular stadium is the real 
Madrid inside the Santiage Bernabeu Stadium.
Jose-Rivers
o El Duero, Mino, Tajo y los rlos Guadiana 
se elevan y flujo a Portugal en el Oceano 
Atlantico, El rlo de Guadalquivir es el no 
mas profundo y mas facil para viajar por.
El rio de Ebro fluye por flujos de Zaragoza
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Jose-Espana’s agriculture
• Desde la decadencia de agriculture en los 
anos 1960 la poblacion disminuyo y el 
cultivo disminuyo. La mayorfa de granjgs 
son pequenas
Jose-Recursos naturales-minerals
• Las velas espanolas necesitan iniagation 
cuidadoso y la cultivation
• mancha son el recurso natural mas 
valioso
• Los minerales son diffciles
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Jonathan-EI Idioma
• La Costa mediterranea de Espana es el 
destino mas popular para turistas.
• Las lenguas de Espana incluyen a 
Catalan, Gallego, vasco y Castellano.
• Espana toma en mas de 7.5 mil millones 
de dolares cada ano en el turismo, dando 
la bienvenida a mas de 40 millones de 
turistas internacionales.
Jonathan-La Economia
• La ciudad de Bilbao tiene uno de zy-t 5 -Vr; 
stealworks mas grandes en Europati-bn-u^
• Espana tiene reservas grandes de carbon, 
petroleo, y gas.
• La mayor parte de las exportaciones 
incluyen coches, maquinaria, vinos, 
chees, cftricos, y equipo electrico












© Espana es un pais gobernado por un rey y 
una reina. Este tipo de gobierno que se 
conoce como una monarquia. Una monarquia 
es cuando una persona impone las normas de 
un pais y tiene todo el poder. En una 
monarquia gobernantes nacen en regia o en 
casarse, pero debe ser de la realeza. El rey y 






La reina nacio en Athens, Grecia Noviembre 2, 
1938. Desde chica a tenido muchos titulos de 
princesa y reina. Su familia proviene de una linea 
de realezas caso con el rey Juan Carlos en Mayo 
14, 1962. Viaja junto a su esposo el rey Juan 
Carlos. Tambien tiene muchas fundaciones que 
ayudan a muchas paises. Una de sus fundaciones 
es para ayudar a drogadictos. Todavfa tiene el 
titulo de reina de Espana.
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El 22 de noviembre 1975, dos dias despues de 
la muerte de Francisco Franco, Juan Carlos fue 
designado a Rey segun la ley de sucesion 
promulgada por Franco.
El superviso exitosamente la transicion de 
Espana de la dictadura a la democracia 
parlamentaria. Los sondeos de 2000 exposicion 
que el es aprobado extensamente por 
esparioles.
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